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Some figures:

- Agriculture is 15% of national GDP (20% in 2004, 40% in 1989)
- Agriculture is 40% of country land area
- Agriculture is 40% of employment with 21 millions workers (60% in 2005)
- Agriculture is 32.000 farms
- VN is third rice exporter in the world
- main other farming products are seafood (shrimps), coffee, black pepper, cashew nut, 

cotton, peanuts, ... 

Some facts:

- Agriculture is driven by manual processes
- VN has a 12-month growing season (2-3 harvests/year especially in Mekong Delta area, 

South VN with 4 millions ha space)

=> attractive and cheap agriculture export
=> low quality and thus difficult competitiveness

1.a. The 2 Vietnamese Agriculture models



Agriculture is 32.000 farms deployed 
grosso modo like this around the country:
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32.000 agricultural farms =

- 20.500 farms for livestock (30M pigs, 300M poultry, …)

- 8.500 farms for cultivation (43M tonnes rice, 10M tonnes cassava, …)

- 2.300 farms for fish/aquaproduct (7M tonnes)

- 700 others 

Farmers could be divided into 2 categories, each one having different “digitalized needs”:

Smallholder farms (less 50 workers)
Large-scale farms (more 50 workers)

% ratio depending on workers, tonnes, revenue, productive area, … But the important is the need of 
each one.

1.b. Structural specifications:



1.c.  High Tech farming solutions

Article 5 of Law on High Technologies includes information technology, biotechnology, new material 
technology, and automation technology;

1.d.  Working process needs and requirements

Depending the farming models, needs are different. Because the expected result is different:

Smallholder farms concentrate on selling daily production at the best price. They have limited 
capabilities to invest into digital solutions, tools or help.
Their production depends a lot on the weather conditions. Forecasting is difficult. A lot of farmers are 
working with manual processes.

Large-scale farms concentrate on their productivity. Their future production is already sold. They have 
already buyers with +/- negotiated tariffs.
To answer that demand, they invested into HighTech production tools to maximize their staff, stock, 
materials, weather conditions forecast, ...



Our company has start with an online tracing food solution (product TraceAbility) allowing each user to 
input data regarding its product to obtain and to use as a food safety chain.

Since 3-4 years now TraceVerified has also a consultant role on different project, more “social” with 
local, Provincial Government, with NGO’s, … Some extra projects held in 2020-2021

Projects Name Goal to achieve
Café Redd in Da Lat area Deforestation control and digitize 1.000 Coffee smallholder farms
Da Nang Province Smart City and safety food chain
Ben Tre Province Smart selling markets for smallholder farms in agriculture (B2B platform)
Mango (UNIDO) Tracing of Mango Production and control risk management in Mekong area
An Giang Province (ReCeRD) TraceAbility of rice production
Can Tho University and CGIAR Sustainable practices in the Rice production
TruTrace and WWF USA Developping a software to manage the supply chain in the tracing process.

TraceVerified is an important actor for Governement, Business Organisations or NGO’s to understand 
the business or the workflow on the field. We are located in Vietnam, our team is Vietnamese, we know 
Vietnam.

TraceVerified has a long history into agriculture business as a service company.



Smallholder farms 

We meet their needs of helping them to sell their 
production. The software concentrates on the 
product details, availability and price. The software 
act as a B2B platform between any middleman and 
the farmer directly.

Large-scale farms 

We meets their needs  of helping them to manage 
their farm to obtain the maximized profitability. The 
software control key factors such as worker labour 
timing, stock entries, production forecast, …

This software can control some extra IoT devices to 
collect data of weather, air or soil analyzes. Data are 
processed by AI and enter into the system.

2. 2 examples of deployed solution using digital capabilities of 
our product TraceFarm.



Smallhold farmers
Desktop/Mobile

- General Overview of the farms on a map

- Detail Overview of the farmers

- Detail of products/farmer

- MiddleMan (Leader, ⅓ party, …) can order directly the desired 
quantity

- Processing of the materials is also viewable

- Tracing details are available and shareable



Large scale farms
Desktop/Mobile

Screen to have an overview of each garden/area form the farm



Tasks and planning distribution per worker, group of workers.
Control and manage all necessary material, fertilizer, chemicals, …
=> report revenue/cost per area, per tree, per worker, per season, ...

Large scale farms



Forecasting screen. Allowing to have an overview on the future.
Allow to plan necessary resources, staff, materials, fertilizers, …

Large scale farms



2. A new software will be deployed early 2021. 
Now under finalization and testing.

Based on RFID technology, the Swine 
management software has those relevant 
features:

- RFID technology (no more contact with 
animal)

- E-identification allow new automation 
processes (scaling, feeding, counting, 
moving, …) and then reduce input errors.

- Managing working time task by task
- Control all stocks (FIFO) such as food, 

medecine, adjuvants, materials
- allow individual tracing (no by lot)
- allow the prevent disease
- allow the manage revenue/cost per pig, 

per segment, per breed, per food 
category, ...







Pig details mobile screen

Based on tracing model:

- actual details (ID, weight, location, …)
- Centers revenue/cost for better $$$ management
- health status
- Worker in charge
- Origins details for better breed statistic
- …

All data are on-time.



TV think that sharing food tracing data should be mandatory. Only advantages:

- Avoid double/triple data input
- standardize the fields name necessary to have an efficient tracing
- allow a better food safety chain
- allow a better food supply chain

3. R&D on unique open and shared Tracing Database Access







The Main database (DB) should be and stay “neutral”... It means managed independently of any private business.
The administrator has to think and act global, for the best of everyone, actual or future stakeholders.

The main Database is accessible 24/7. 

Every stakeholders (private, public, companies, ONG, …) having relationship with “tracing” of products can/have to consult/fill in 
the DB.

The principles and rules will be new standards of working. Unique, easy.

The DB has to respect “private life” laws. Every data are encrypted, and every output are blockchained for security reason.

Only “agreed” users (from compagnies, ONG, public, …) have access to the DB.
Example:

- Employees of Tracing Companies (iCheck, TraceVerified, VNCheck, …)
- Employees of Government Control Administration (Public Safety, Hygiene chain, Ministry of Agriculture, …)
- Employees of Province and Local State agencies

It is in the interest of public safety food policy that kind of system is alive…. It’s the passport of every food on the market.

3.b. role of government(s) and business markets and/or organization



Any more informations  by email: info@traceverified.com by Zalo: +84 949 711 839

TraceVerified JSC, 12 Vo Van Kiet Street, Nguyen Thai Binh Ward, District 1, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam

Thank you for listening.
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